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This paper proposes a thermal model for calculating the temperature of openrack mounted photovoltaic (PV) modules taking into account the meteorological
conditions, position (i.e. the inclination of one PV module and the angle between
its surface and wind direction) and technical characteristics of the PV modules.
The present model is valid for the steady-state operation and is based on the
energy balance equation in which the forced convection is modelled by the new
empirical correlations. The possibility of occurrence of the flow separation along
the surfaces of the PV modules is included in these correlations. The effect of the
angle between the wind direction and the PV module plane, which is
usually ignored in the modelling of forced convection, is also taken into
consideration. In this manner, it is possible to estimate the temperature of PV
modules more precisely, as well as to determine the power and efficiency which
depend on the temperature. For four particular PV modules, it is found that the
temperatures, obtained using the proposed thermal model, are in good agreement
with the corresponding measured temperatures. Compared with the other models
commonly used for thermal analysis of PV modules (SNL and NOCT-based
correlations), this model yielded better results. The deviation of the PV module
temperature calculated using the proposed thermal model from the measured one
is up to 2 C, and the deviations of the PV module temperatures calculated using
the SNL and NOCT-based correlations from the measured ones amount up to 5
C and 20 C, respectively, depending on the PV module type and ambient
conditions.
Key words: Convection, Flow separation, Modelling, Photovoltaic module,
Radiation, Temperature
1. Introduction
The efficiency of today’s commercial PV modules ranges from 13 to 21% [1]. This means, PV
modules typically convert more than about 80% of solar radiation reaching their front surfaces into heat.
It is also well known that the efficiency of PV modules strongly depends on the physical processes in
the structures of PV cells, as well as on environmental conditions [2]. In other words, the efficiency of
any PV module decreases significantly with increasing value of its temperature. The major consequence
of this strong dependence is a reduction in electricity generation by PV modules. A large number of
papers considering the different cooling techniques for PV modules were published. Some of the most
commonly used cooling techniques were examined and compared by Grubišić-Čabo et al. [3].
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Therefore, in order to obtain more accurate estimates of PV modules’ temperatures, it is necessary to
develop more precise thermal models for PV modules.
As the most commonly used renewable energy generation device, a very large number of
publications have so far been dedicated to PV modules. Therefore, a review of papers relating to the
estimation of PV modules’ temperatures has not been given on this occasion since it would require a lot
of space. However, from the literature, it is necessary to single out the NOCT-based (Normal Operating
Cell Temperature) and SNL (Sandia National Laboratories) correlations as the most commonly used
correlations in thermal modelling of PV modules. According to [2], the NOCT-based correlation for the
cell temperature Tcell in C is
NOCT − 20
Tcell = Ta +
G
(1)
800
where Ta is the air temperature, in [C], NOCT is the reference value of the cell temperature in [C], and
G is the solar irradiance incident on PV module surface in [W/m2]. The NOCT is defined as the
temperature reached by open circuited cells in a PV module under the following reference conditions
[2]: Ta=20 C, G=800 W/m2, an average wind velocity vw=1 m/s, mounting: open-rack, orientation: tilted
normally to the solar noon. The correlation (1) is valid only for vw=1 m/s, which limits its application.
According to [4], this correlation may underestimate the cell temperature Tcell by up to 20 C. In addition,
the SNL correlation introduces the dependence of the PV module temperature on the wind velocity. This
correlation in particular defines the temperature of the back PV module surface [5]

Tm = G  exp( −3.56 − 0.075v w ) + Ta

(2)

in [C], where G, vw and Ta are already defined. There are many other models for calculating the
temperature of PV modules depending on the various parameters relating to the construction of PV
modules or ambient conditions. Some of the most commonly used models are presented in [6, 7], where
the models were also compared with each other. The differences in the PV module temperature estimated
by individual models were up to 20 C depending on the wind speed for the same meteorological
conditions [6, 7]. Similar differences are also observed when changing the solar irradiance or air
temperature [6].
Finally, these large deviations of the calculated PV module temperatures from the actual ones will
cause significant changes in the PV module efficiency el. This means that if there are large differences
between these temperatures, the precision and accuracy of the thermal models can not be achieved. This
can be best examined by the standard correlation for the PV module efficiency [2]:

 el = Tref [1 −  ref (TPV − Tref )]

(3)

where Tref is the PV module efficiency evaluated at the reference temperature Tref and G=1000 W/m2,
ref is the efficiency correction coefficient for temperature in [C-1], and TPV is the PV module operating
temperature in [C]. The values of Tref and ref are usually given by the manufacturers of PV modules.
This paper proposes a more precise and more accurate thermal model for calculating the
temperature of open-rack mounted PV modules based on new empirical correlations for forced
convection. The model takes into account the effects of buoyancy forces, wind velocity, angle between
the wind direction and the PV module plane, and flow separation along the PV module surfaces. Also,
the model is successfully validated with experimental data on four different PV modules reported in the
literature.
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2. Calculation of the PV module temperature
The calculation of the temperature of an open-rack mounted PV module is based on the
following assumptions [8, 9]: (i) The structure consisted of front glass, encapsulant over PV cells, PV
cells, encapsulant under PV cells and tedlar backing sheet is assumed to be homogenous, isotropic and
isothermal. (ii) The solar absorptivity S for the front PV module surface is assumed to be constant and
equal 0.97. (iii) The solar absorptivity and thermal emissivity for the front and back PV module surfaces
are considered as independent of wavelength. (iv) The four lateral edges of the PV module are
considered as adiabatic. (v) The sky is clear. (vi) It is assumed that the PV module operates under steadystate conditions.
This thermal model is based on an energy balance between the energy of solar radiation incident
on the front PV module surface SG, on one side, and the electricity generated in the PV module elSG
and the heat dissipated by convection and radiation from the PV module surfaces, on the other. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Accordingly, the energy balance equation for the PV module takes the following
form [8, 9]:
 S G = Qc, f →a + Qr , f →a + Qc,b→a + Qr ,b→a + el  S G
(4)
where

Qc, f →a = h f (TPV − Ta )

(5)

Qr , f →a = hr , f (TPV − Tsky )
hr , f =  f  SB [ F f →sky (T

2
PV

(6)

+ T )(TPV + Tsky ) + F f → ground (T
2
sky

2
PV

+ T )(TPV + Tg )]
2
g

Qc ,b→a = hb (TPV − Ta )

(8)

Qr ,b→a = hr ,b (TPV − Tg )
hr ,b =  b SB [ Fb→sky (T

2
PV

(9)

+ T )(TPV + Tsky ) + Fb→ ground (T
2
sky

2
PV

Tsky = 0.0552T

1.5
a

(7)

+ T )(TPV + Tg )]
2
g

(10)
(11)

Tg = Ta

(12)

Ff →sky = (1 + cos ) / 2

(13)

Ff →ground = (1 − cos ) / 2

(14)

Fb→sky = [1 + cos( − )] / 2

(15)

Fb→ground = [1 − cos( − )] / 2

(16)

Fig. 1. Illustration of the energy balance equation for the open-rack mounted PV module.
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The quantities appearing in equations (4–16) and Fig. 1 have the following meanings: Qc,f→a and
Qc,b→a are the heat fluxes by natural and/or forced convection between the front and back PV module
surfaces and the air in [W/m2], respectively; Qr,f→a and Qr,b→a are the heat fluxes by radiation between
the front and back PV module surfaces and the ambient in [W/m2], respectively; hf and hb are the heat
transfer coefficients due to mixed (natural and forced) convection between the front and back PV module
surfaces and the air in [W·m-2∙K-1], respectively; hr,f anf hr,b are the heat transfer coefficients due to
radiation between the front and back PV module surfaces and the ambient in [W·m-2∙K-1], respectively;
Ff→sky and Ff→ground are the view factors between the front PV module surface and the sky, and between
the front PV module surface and the ground, respectively; Fb→sky and Fb→ground are the view factors
between the back PV module surface and the sky, and between the back PV module surface and the
ground, respectively; f and b are the thermal emissivities for the front and back PV module surfaces,
respectively; SB=5.67·10-8 W·m-2∙K-4 is the Stefan-Boltzmannconstant; Tsky and Tg are the sky and
ground temperatures in [K], respectively; and  is the angle of incidence of the wind stream on the PV
module surface in degrees.
The radiation terms in the equation (4) represent the Stefan-Boltzmann law. The linearisation
of the equations relating to the radiation terms is carried out so that the equation (4) also becomes linear.
This linearisation is explained in [10]. Bearing this in mind and incorporating equations (5)-(16) into
equation (4), the following expression for the PV module temperature is obtained:
1.5
[1 − Tref (1 +  ref Tref )] S G + (h f + hb )Ta + (hr , f + hr ,b )0.0552  Ta
TPV =
(17)
h f + hr , f + hb + hr ,b −  Tref  ref  S G
After determining the value of TPV, the values of (TPV2 + Tsky2 )(TPV + Tsky ) and
(TPV2 + Tg2 )(TPV + Tg ) are recalculated using equations (7) and (10), and a new value for TPV is generated.
An almost exact solution is obtained after several iterations.
The values for hf and hb are estimated using the correlations for natural and forced convection
between the front and back PV module surfaces and the air. The correlations for natural convection are
given in [9], while the correlations for forced convection are derived in the next section. The correlations
for natural convection from [9] include the effects of the inclination angle and flow separation. The
proposed thermal model is more complicated than the SNL and NOCT-based correlations because it
incorporates the more complex and more precise correlations for natural and forced convection. In
addition, as opposed to the SNL and NOCT-based correlations, the proposed thermal model considers
the effects of the optical and physical properties of the PV module, and takes into account the effect of
the PV module position (i.e. the effect of the inclination angle).
3. Correlations for forced convection
There are many different correlations for calculating the heat transfer coefficient due to forced
convection between the front and back PV module surfaces and the air, either directly or by means of
the Nusselt number [11]. The differences between the PV module temperatures obtained using different
correlations for the same environmental conditions can reach several tens of percentage points [6]. On
the other hand, there are a few correlations which take into account the angle between the wind direction
and the PV module surface, that is, the angle α (Fig. 1). The effect of this angle is small, but it cannot
be ignored in a precise analysis of the PV module performance [12].It is evident from the experimental
data collected from the literature and used in [12] that the heat transfer coefficient due to forced
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convection for the windward side of a PV module hwindward decreases with increasing the angle α in
the whole range of values from 0 to 90. This decrease is small and linear up to the value of the angle
α of approximately 40. For α=40, the value of hwindward suddenly decreases by a few percentage
points. Any further increase in the angle α above 40 causes a very low decrease in the coefficient
hwindward. This is the phenomenon known in the scientific literature, and it is due to the formation of
a separation bubble on the leading edge of a PV module for α<40. The flow becomes turbulent after
reattachment and hence the heat transfer coefficient due to forced convection is higher. According to
[13], the critical angle below which there could be a separation bubble is about 40. In case of higher
angles, there is no separation and the flow remains laminar along the PV module. This is valid for the
values of the Reynolds number Re≤5·105 for which the flow is considered to be laminar [14]. For the
values of the Reynolds number Re>5·105, regardless of the angle α and other flow conditions, it is
assumed that the flow is turbulent [9,14].Based on the correlation proposed by Kendoush [15] and the
experimental results used in [12], the dependence of the coefficient hwindward on the angle α, wind velocity
vw, and characteristic length Lc can be expressed as follows:

hwindward = a1Ф b1 Lcc1 (cos  ) d1 for α<40, and

(18)

hwindward = a2 Ф b2 Lcc2 (sin  ) d2 for α≥40,

(19)

where

Φ=

Re Pr 2 / 3
[1 + (0.0468 / Pr)2 / 3 ]1 / 2

(20)

is the Churchill’s dimensionless parameter for forced convection from flat plates [16], and

Re =

v w Lc


(21)

After defining the parameter Ф, it is possible to calculate the coefficient hwindward for any value
of the Reynolds number. According to the available literature, the correlations (18) and (19) are the only
correlations for determining the heat transfer coefficient due to forced convection which take into
account the variables α, vwand Lc, and which are valid in a wide range of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers.
The correlation coefficients a1, b1, c1, d1, a2, b2, c2 and d2are unknown and will be determined under the
condition that the correlations (18) and (19) represent the best approximation for the experimentally
obtained values of the coefficient hwindward. The genetic algorithm (GA) and the least squares method are
used to determine the aforementioned coefficients.
A general optimisation problem can be described as follows [17]:
min F (x, u)
(22)

g(x, u) = 0

(23)

e(x, u)  0

(24)
where F(x,u) is an objective function,x is a vector of design variables, u is a vector of control variables,
g(x,u) is a vector composed of equality constraints and e(x,u) is a vector composed of inequality
constraints.The optimisation process is carried out twice: once for α<40 in order to determine the
coefficients a1, b1, c1, and d1, and once for α≥40 in order to determine the coefficients a2, b2, c2, and d2.
The vector of control variables u, whose values will be optimised using the GA, is defined as:

u = [a1 , b1 , c1 , d1  for α<40, and

(25)
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u = [a2 , b2 , c2 , d 2  for α≥40.

(26)

In both cases, the objective function represents the sum of the squares of the differences between
the calculated hwindward and experimentally determined hwindward,i values, i.e.

F=

[a Ф
1

b1
i

2

Lcci1 (cos  i ) d1 − hwindward,i ] for α<40, and

(27)

i

F=

[ a Ф
2

b2
i

Lcci2 (cos i ) d 2 − hwindward,i ]2 for α≥40,

i

(28)

where the values of hwindward are calculated using correlation (18) and (19), respectively.
The values for hwindward,i in function of vw, for given values of α, are obtained from the dependences of
the Nusselt number Nu [18,19], Stanton number St [20] and Colburn factor [21,22] on the Reynolds
number for different values of α, vw and Lc, or from the dependence of heat losses from a flat-plate
collector on vw [23].This was accomplished by simple mathematical operations. Then all values of the
coefficient hwindward,i are adapted to a characteristic length Lc that equals four times the area 4A (of one
side) of a flat plate divided by its perimeter P (i.e. Lc=4A/P).
Using the values of a1, b1, c1, d1, a2, b2, c2 and d2 obtained by means of the GA, the correlations
for the heat transfer coefficient due to forced convection from the windward side of the PV module can
be expressed as follows:

hwindward = 0.01Ф 0.61 L−c1 (cos  ) 0.72 for α<40, and

(29)

hwindward = 0.023  Ф0.5  L−c1  (sin  ) −0.234 for α≥40.

(30)

Comparisons between the correlations (29) and (30) and corresponding experimental data are
presented in Fig. 2. Most of experimental data used here are valid for Re2·105. This means that the
correlations (29) and (30) are also valid for the same range of Reynolds numbers.

Fig. 2. Comparisons of correlations (29) and (30) with heat transfer coefficients due to forced
convection calculated fromthe existing experimental data.
The correlations (29) and (30) are derived for a ratio of the plate length L to its width W, which
is less than or equal to 3. It is therefore obvious that the ratio L/W3 can be introduced as a limiting
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criterion for these two correlations, although, according to [24], this ratio does not affect the coefficient
hwindward.The particular question that arises here is this: which correlations can be used to determine the
coefficient hwindward for Reynolds numbers larger than 2·105?
A correlation for heat transfer due to turbulent forced convection between the PV module and
the surrounding air is proposed in the following form [10]:

St Pr0.4 = 0.028 Re −0.2

(31)

which is valid for Re>1.2105. In order to express the heat transfer due to turbulent forced convection
in terms of the coefficient hwindward instead of the Stanton number St, some algebraic manipulations
should be performed. After these manipulations, the correlation (31) becomes:

hwindward = 0.029kt Ф 0.8 L−c1

(32)

The effect of the angle α is not included in the correlations (31) and (32). According to [25],
this effect is negligible for flat plates having large dimensions (i.e. characteristic lengths). This is also
in agreement with the observation of a noticeable effect of the angle α on the correlations (29) and (30)
for larger characteristic lengths. The correlations (29) and (30) are relevant for Re2·105, while the
correlation (32) is valid for Re>1.2105. Consequently, there is an overlapping between the laminar and
turbulent flow regimes. In order to separate these flow regimes, the following critical Reynolds numbers
are defined:
−1 / 0.19

 0.029k t



0.72 
0.01(cos  ) 

=
Pr 2 / 3
[1 + (0.0468 / Pr)2 / 3 ]1 / 2

Re cr ,   40o

(33)

for the correlations (29) and (32), and
−1 / 0.3

Re cr ,  40o



0.029k t


− 0.234 
0.023(sin  )


=
Pr 2 / 3
[1 + (0.0468 / Pr)2 / 3 ]1 / 2

(34)

for the correlations (30) and (32). Determination of the Recr,α<40 and Recr,α≥40 values was carried out by
equalising the corresponding pairs of overlapping correlations.
The correlations (29), (30) and (32) are derived under the assumption that there is no obstacle
to the wind direction towards the front PV module surface. However, if the wind flows towards the back
surface of the PV module mounted on the ground, the wind can encounter obstacles such as the
frame/base and mechanism for single-axis or dual-axis solar tracking system (if any). This is the case
where the back PV module surface can be treated as a windward surface. In this case only, when the
wind velocity is greater than 3 ms-1, the flow regime will be considered as turbulent. Regardless of the
value of the Reynolds number, and based on the research conducted by Sartori [26], the following
correlation for heat transfer coefficient due to forced convection:
0.037 Re 4 / 5 Pr1 / 3 k t
hwindward =
(35)
Lc
was introduced and standardised by Kaplani and Kaplanis [8]. In this correlation, kt represents the
thermal conductivity in [Wm-1K-1], and the Reynolds number should be determined.
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When the wind velocity is lower than 3 m/s, it is necessary to calculate the value of the Reynolds
number. If α<40 and Re<Recr,α<40 then the correlation (29) should be applied, and if α≥40 and
Re≤Recr,α≥40 then the correlation (30) should be used. Otherwise, for any value of the angle α, the
correlation (32) should be applied.For forced convection from the leeward side of the PV module and
any direction of the wind, the following correlations can be used [8]:

hleeward = 3.83vw0.5 L−c0.5 for laminar flow

(36)

hleeward = 5.74vw0.8 L−c0.2 − 16.46 L−c0.2 for transitional flow, and

(37)

hleeward = 5.74vw0.8 L−c0.2 for fully developed turbulent flow.

(38)

The correlations (36 – 38) were proposed by Sartori[26], and were originally applied when the
length of the PV module in the direction of the wind was used as the characteristic length Lc. However,
Kaplani and Kaplanis[8] found that these correlations give more accurate results when the characteristic
length Lc equals

Lc = 4 A / P

(39)

where A is the area of one side of the PV module, and P is the perimeter of the PV module. The
characteristic length (39) is used here for the correlations (36 – 38).
In order to determine whether the wind flow regime is laminar, transitional or turbulent, a ratio
of the critical length xc to the characteristic length Lc is required for selecting the correlation for the
coefficient hleeward. In addition, the critical length xc is given by:
Re 
xc = cr
(40)
vw
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the air in [m2/s], and Recris the critical Reynolds number that, in
accordance with [8, 25], equals 4105. According to the value of the xc/Lc ratio, there are three manners
to select the correlation for the coefficient hleeward, as follows: (i) if xc/Lc≥0.95 then correlation (36)
should be applied, (ii) if 0.05<xc/Lc<0.95 then correlation (37) should be applied, and (iii) if xc/Lc≤0.05
then correlation (38) should be applied.
4. Mixed convection
The three types of heat transfer by convection are usually categorised according to the ratio
GrL/(ReL)2, where
 2 g (TPV − Ta ) L3
GrL =
(41)
2



is the Grashof number defined in terms of the characteristic length L, L is the length of the PV module
in the direction of the buoyancy force in [m], ρ is the air density in [kg/m3], β is the thermal expansion
coefficient of the air in [1/K], g is the acceleration due to gravity in [m/s2], TPV is the PV module
temperature in [K], Ta is the air temperature in [K], and μ is the dynamic fluid viscosity in [m2/s1]. In
addition, ReL is the Reynolds number based on the characteristic length Lc given by equation (21). If
GrL/(ReL)20.01 or GrL/(ReL)2100, the effect of natural or forced convection is negligible, respectively.
Also, natural convection dominates when GrL/(ReL)2100. If 0.01<GrL/(ReL)2<100, both effects are
significant and must be considered.
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The heat transfer coefficients due to mixed convection between the front and back PV module
surfaces and the airhf and hb can be calculated using these correlations [27]:
h3f = h3f ( forced ) + h3f ( natural )

(42)

hb3 = hb3( forced )  hb3( natural )

(43)

Forced flow assisting or opposing the motion generated by the natural convection around the
PV module is taken into account. For the front PV module surface, the forced flow is assisting to the
buoyancy-driven motion, whereby only the positive sign is used in the equation (42). For the back PV
module surface, the assisting forced flow is considered if this surface is leeward, whereby the positive
sign is used in the equation (43); and the opposing forced flow if this surface is windward, whereby the
negative sign is used [8].Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed thermal model for calculation of the
PV module temperature TPV. According to Fig. 3, LPV and WPV are the length and width of a PV module,
respectively. All the other parameters included in this flowchart are already defined.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed thermal model.
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5. Results and discussion
In order to confirm the accuracy of the developed thermal model, the experimental results
obtained by Nižetićet al. [28] for the poly-crystalline and mono-crystalline PV modules were used. The
poly-crystalline PV module dimensions were 0.65 m0.6 m, while the mono-crystalline dimensions
were 0.55 m0.65 m. The efficiencies of the poly-crystalline and mono-crystalline PV modules were
0.132 and 0.144, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the temperatures of the poly-crystalline PV module of the
type SL-50P obtained using the proposed model, NOCT-based correlation (1) and SNL correlation (2)
in comparison to the corresponding temperatures measured by thermocouples during a period of 180 s
[28]. The corresponding mean measured temperature is also presented in Fig. 4.
According to Fig. 4, the four curves represented by marker symbols refer to the temperatures
measured at the four different points on the back PV module surface, while the dashed line relates to the
mean of these temperatures over the 180-second period. The measurements were performed using
thermocouples installed directly on the siliceous cells (the polyvinyl fluoride layer of the PV module
was purposely drilled).
The measured and calculated temperatures for the poly-crystalline PV module are determined
under the same environmental conditions, namely [28]: G=906 W/m2, Ta=21 C, vw=1 m/s1, β=20,
α=20, NOCT=48 C, and the front PV module surface is windward.
The temperature of the mono-crystalline PV module of the type SL-50AA36 was
experimentally determined by Nižetić et al. [28] for several different values of the wind velocity vw,
solar irradiance G and angle α. In [28], the temperature of this mono-crystalline PV module was also
calculated by means of ANSYS Fluent CFD software for the same environmental conditions. Tab. 1
compares the mean values of these measured and simulated temperatures with the corresponding
temperatures obtained using the proposed thermal model, NOCT-based correlation (1) and SNL
correlation (2).

Fig 4. Comparison between measured and calculated temperatures of the poly-crystalline PV
module of the type SL-50P when it is inclined at an angle of 20 to the horizontal.
From Fig. 4 and Tab. 1, it can be seen that the NOCT-based correlation (1) overestimates the
PV module temperature and that the SNL correlation (2) generally gives lower values for this
10

temperature. Compared to the temperatures calculated using the NOCT-based and SNL correlations, the
temperatures obtained by means of the proposed thermal model are in better agreement with the
measured ones.
In order to continue comparing the PV module temperatures obtained using the proposed model
with those measured for different values of the air temperature Ta, wind velocity vw and solar irradiance
G, the experimental results reported in [29] are used. Kouadri Boudjelthia et al. [29] performed
experiments with a south-facing mono-crystalline PV module inclined at the angle of 37 (with respect
to horizontal) that represents the optimal inclination angle for PV modules in the city of Algiers. For the
purpose of temperature measurements, three thermocouples were installed on the back PV module
surface (on the polyvinyl fluoride layer). The efficiency and dimensions of this PV module were 0.142
and 1.1938 m0.55 m, respectively. The corresponding comparison between measured and calculated
PV module temperatures for different values of Ta, vw and G is shown in Fig. 5.
Tab. 1. Comparison between measured and calculated temperatures of the mono-crystalline PV
module of the type SL-50AA36 when it is inclined at an angle of 20 to the horizontal.
Temperature at measurement points*
Conditions

Method, model

Mean

Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

temperature

[C]

[C]

[C]

[C]

[C]

Experimental, [28]

47.84

49.84

51.84

56.84

51.59

CFD, [28]

46.84

46.84

47.84

46.84

47.09

G=837 Wm-2, Ta=28.3 C,

Proposed model

–

–

–

–

52.23

NOCT=48 C, inclination

NOCT-based

–

–

–

–

57.59

SNL

–

–

–

–

49.57

Experimental, [28]

40.84

43.84

44.84

48.84

44.59

CFD, [28]

41.84

42.84

44.84

42.84

43.09

G=837 Wm-2, Ta=28.3 C,

Proposed model

–

–

–

–

46.58

NOCT=48 C, inclination

NOCT-based

–

–

–

–

57.59

SNL

–

–

–

–

47.74

Case 1:
vw=1.5 ms-1, α=45,

of PV module is 45
Case 2:
vw=2.7 ms-1, α=0,

of PV module is 0
*

or correlation

Points at which thermocouples were installed directly on the siliceous cells.

Based on Fig. 5, it is evident that the values of the PV module temperature obtained by the
proposed thermal model and SNL correlation (2) agree quite well with the results of measurements
performed by Kouadri Boudjelthia et al. [29]. However, the NOCT-based correlation (1) significantly
overestimates the experimental results. This is expected because the NOCT-based correlation is valid
for vw=1 m/s, which is considerably lower than the values of vw corresponding to the measured values
of the PV module temperature. Over most of the observed period, the PV module temperature calculated
using the proposed model is higher by about 2 C than the measured one. It should be noted here that
the measured temperature of the PV module refers to its back surface and that the actual cell temperature
inside the PV module is higher by about 1-2 C [8]. Therefore, the PV module temperature calculated
using the proposed model is well-matched to the measured one.
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In addition, the measured response of the PV module temperature to changes in environmental
conditions is not as sharp as the one calculated using the proposed model or SNL correlation. This is
due to the fact that the thermal capacities of PV module materials were neglected in the proposed model,
as well as in the SNL correlation. For the same reason, the values of the PV module temperature obtained
using the proposed model and SNL correlation are lower than the measured ones in the period from
about 16:00 to 17:40 (Fig. 5). In particular, since the PV module was exposed to significantly higher
solar irradiance before 16:00, there were no sufficient cooling mechanisms to dissipate accumulated
heat to the environment during the period from 09:25 to about 16:00.

Fig 5. Comparison between measured and calculated temperatures of the mono-crystalline PV
module when it is inclined at an angle of 37 to the horizontal for different values of Ta, vw and G
[29].
All previous results were related to wind velocities different from 0 m/s. In order to validate the
proposed model with data on wind velocities very close to or equal to zero, the present work will be
compared and contrasted with the experimental work of Palacio Vegaet al. [30]. According to [30], the
experiments were carried out in Córdoba, Colombia, from 10:00 to 14:00. The experimental apparatus
was consisted of a Winbright YB125M72-200W PV module positioned horizontally and exposed to the
typical environmental conditions. The efficiency and dimensions of this PV module were 0.1778 and
1.58 m0.808 m, respectively. Fig. 6 compares the PV module temperatures obtained using the proposed
thermal model, NOCT-based correlation (1) and SNL correlation (2) with the corresponding measured
values taken from [30]. This comparison is performed for the 15th day of April in the year 2016, because
fluctuations in solar irradiance were small on that day between 11:00 and 12:25. Accordingly, during
the considered period, there were no large fluctuations in the PV module temperature, i.e. the PV module
operated in a near-steady-state regime for which the proposed model is valid.
From Fig. 6, it can be seen that over the period from 11:00 to about 12:25, the PV module
temperatures calculated using the proposed model, on average, are about 2 C higher than the measured
ones. It is also evident from Fig. 6 that over the period under consideration, these temperatures agree
well with each other. In addition to this, the temperatures calculated using the NOCT-based correlation
(1) are lower by about 1 C than the temperatures obtained using the proposed model; and the
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temperatures calculated using the SNL correlation (2) are lower by about 5 C than the measured ones
(which refer to the temperature of the back PV module surface). Moreover, there were large fluctuations
in solar irradiance between about 12:25 and 14:00. The temperature curves obtained by means of the
proposed model, NOCT-based correlation and SNL correlation follow these fluctuations, but the same
cannot be said for the curve of the mean measured temperature. This is caused by ignoring the thermal
capacities of PV module materials in the calculations, i.e. the proposed model, as well as the SNL and
NOCT-based correlations, solves steady-state problems (not dynamic ones). Furthermore, the
temperature data acquisition was repeated every 15 minutes until 14:00, which represents a long time
interval from the aspect of the rate of solar irradiance change. Therefore, for the period from about 12:25
to 14:00, it was not realistic to expect any concordance between measured and calculated temperatures
of the PV module.

Fig 6. Comparison between measured and calculated temperatures of the mono-crystalline PV
module which is positioned horizontally and analysed in [30] for different values of Ta and G.
In all these cases, with the exception of the Winbright YB125M72-200W PV module for whichref
was equal to 0.0047, the calculations of the PV module temperature were performed with the following
parameters: αS=0.97, εf=0.85, εb=0.91, ref=0.0041 and Tref=298.157 K.
6. Conclusion
The overall conclusions that can be drawn from the presented results and discussion are as
follows:
•

The proposed thermal model for calculating the temperature of open-rack mounted PV modules
is new, it could be used in a wider range of applications (i.e. in a wider range of Reynolds and
Prandtl numbers) and it can be easily integrated into commercial software packages.

•

With respect to the NOCT-based and SNL correlations, the proposed thermal model appears to
be considerably more complex, but more detailed, precise and accurate.

•

The new empirical correlations for forced convection from the flat-plate PV modules at various
environmental and operating conditions are in excellent agreement with the existing correlations
and experimental data.
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•

Since the proposed thermal model allows a more precise calculation of the PV module
temperature, it means that the temperature-dependent performance characteristics of the PV
modules (output power and efficiency) can also be properly assessed.

•

The proposed thermal model includes the effects of buoyancy forces, flow separation,
inclination angle, angle between the wind direction and the PV module plane, and so on, which
makes it unique compared to other models for determining temperatures and optimal
inclinations for fixed flat-plate PV modules and panels.

In addition to these conclusions, it is planned to develop a dynamic thermal model that will take
into account the thermal capacities of PV module materials, as well as large fluctuations in solar
irradiance over shorter periods of time.
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